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SI.JMMARY
For unconstrained function minimization we have tested two interpolation
procedures, which are used to calculate the steplength along the direc-
tion vector. The two procedures are: cubic interpolation and quadratic
interpolation. Five testfunctions and several initial estimates are used
to see which procedure is the best.
1. Ir.troáuction
The method discussed here, is based on an algorithm of Davidon W.C.
[ 6] and extended by Fletcher R. and M.J.D.Powell [ 71 , Barnes J.G.P. -
Rosen E.M. [ 1] [ 18 ], and later generalised in a series of articles b,y
Shanno D.F. [ 19] , and Shanno D.F, and P.C. Kettler [ 20] . It is an iterative
procedure to find the relative minimum of a function of several variables
without constraints.
We are considering a standard quadratic form ir. p-dimensions
P pQ(x~ 0) - Qo t i-1 Oi xi t z iE1 jE1 Sij OiO~, ... (l.l)
which is supposed to have a minimum, for which Fletcher R. and M.J.D.Powell
proved that it will be reached by the algorithm in p iterations.
The so called variable metric algorithm was developed by Davidon W.C.~-6].
It is now one of the most frequently used and most sucessftzl techniques
for calculating the minimum of a differentiable function of several
variables.
Powell M.J.D. [16] has proved convergence in the case that the object-
function has continuou~ second derivatives, and satisfies a strict con-
vexity condition.
Previously convergence had been proved only in the very special case when
the objectfunction is exactly quadratic, which is not always the case.
Kowalik J. and M.R. Osborne [13]state that the algorithm due to Davidon
would seem to be the best generalpurpose optimization procedure making
use of derivatives that is currently available.
Box M.J. [~] in a paper about comparison of several current uncon-
strained optimization methods comes to the conclusion that the method
due to Davidon was the most consistently successful.
In this paper we have compaired a quadratic and cubic interpolation proce-
dure for the steplength. Several methods of scaling of the matrix H(k)
(see secticn 2.4) and 5 testfunctions are used to come to a conclusïon
about the two interpolation methods.
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2.1 fdethod of computation
The function Q(x; 0) is minimized as follows:
- Given the parameter vector 0(k) we compute the gradient vector
g(k) (a Q(ó; 0))r -O~k) ~ a p x 1 matrix,
where k is the k-th stage of the algorithm.
- Thereafter we determine the direction vector
s(k) E ~k) (x; 0) -
-H(k) t(k)
The determination of the matrix H(k) will be discussed below,
- Next we search along-H(k)g(k) 'o find a scalar a(k) such that
Q(x;0(k)t a(k) ~~')) is a mir.imum. Fletcher R. and M.J.D.Powell have
proved that a(k) may be a posítive scalar [7].
- The scalar (a ). is sed ~o determine the steplength along the(k) r~in
line s(k):
o(k) -(a(k))min s(k)~ a~ter which we can compute the new vector of
parameters
~(ktl) - ~(k) t o(k)
- Set z(k) - g(kt1) - g(k)
- Compute
H - H t t t(kt1) - (k)
o(k)Q(}:)~
[ l~-t)a(k)
- H(k)z(k)][ (1-t)a(k)-H(k)z(k)] r
o(}~)'z[k)
[ (1-t)o(k)
- H(k) z(k)] ~ z(k)
The use of the param~ter t will be discussed later.
- The algorithm is rep~ ite~. until a minimum is reached.
In the first step of the iteratior. it is customary to set H(o) - I
so that the first step is equivalent to a step of the steepest descent
method.
If H(o) is positive definite, then it can be proved that all subsequent
H(k) are also positive definite [19].
2.2. Starting value for the parameter vector 0(0)
For the computation of starting values 0(0) we can take a number of ar-
bitrasy parameter vectors in the p-dimensional parameter space and com-
pute fcr every vector in this space the function value of Q(x; 0).
That vector for which the object function is a minimal, will be taken as
a starting vector for the iterative procedure.
2.3 The determination of a(k)
The scalar parameter a(k) can be found by fitting a second cr third degree
polynomial in a(k) to the Q-values and to determine the value of a(k)
for which this polynomial is a minimum. Details of the quadratic and
cubic interpolation procedure can be found in appendix I ar.d II.
2.~t. The determination of the matrix H(K)
Newton's method for minimizing a i'unction Q(x; 0),where 0 is a p-vector, is to
generate a sequence of roints
D(ktl ) - D(k) - a(k) [ S(k)]-1 ~ (k) ~.....
where g(k) -(2 x- 0)) -(k) , S(k) -(a2Q(x, 0)),~~~ o-o ao. ao.
(2.4.1)
~ ~
the Hessian matrix of Q(x; 0) evaluated at ~J(k), and a an appropriately(r)
chosen scalar.
Quasi-Newton methods use an initial approximation and generate an approximation
(k) (k) -1H to [S ] at each step rather than performing the computational
work of evaluating and inverting S(k), such as by Hartley's method [11].
The sequence (2.4.1) then becomes
~(ktl) - ~(k) a H(k) g(k)
- (k) ........ (2.4.2)
The determination of a(k) is discussed in 2.3.
Some well-known techniques of this type are the Fletcher-Powell modifica-
tion of Davidon's method [ 7] , Broyden methods [ 3] ,[ 4] , the Barnes-Rosen
method [ 1] ,[ 18] and Goldfarb's method [ 9 ].
The Fletcher-Powell technique guarantees that the matrix H(k) will always
be positive definite.
Shanno's method [19] develops a family of matrices H(k) as a function of
a scalar parameter t, and it can be shown that both the Fletcher-Powell
and Barnes-Roseri matrices are special cases of this parametric family.
The technique fcr generating a series of approximations H(k) to the inver-
se of the Hessian at the points 0(k) can be described as follows:
Assume Q(x; 0) is a positivë definite quadratic form, H(x~ the current
approximation tc the inverse of t'r.e yessian, and S(k) the approximation
to thc Hessian.
Assume z(k) - g(kt1) - g(k), If S(k) is a constant matrix, we have
g(k) - o Q- x t S 0(k) ( see 1.1), and
Z(k) - S(~(kt1) - ~(k)) - S Q(k)
Multiplying (2.4.3) by H(k), we obtain
H(k) Z(k) - o(k).
.........(2.4.3)
.........(2.4.4)
Since (2.4.4) in general will not be satisfied, assume the error lies in
H(k). The matrix H(k) has to a certain extent the properties of the in-
verse of the S-matrix. We then modify H(k) by introducing a matrix of
additive corrections D(k) such that
(H(k) } D(k)) Z(k) - a(k) .........(2.4.5)
or
D(k) Z(k) - Q(k) - H(k)Z(k) .........(2.4.6)
To restrict the choice of t, Shanno [ 19] has proved the following:
If H(k) is positive definite, ~I t~ o(k)
- 1
a(k)
, also H(kt1) is positive definite.
For t~ o~- ~ H(kt1) is positive definite, hence at no finite step
a(k)
does the smallest eigenvalue of H(k}1) ever become zero. However, it is
possible that if a1 is the smallest eigenvalue of H~kt1), lim a- 0.
k-~
1
This can only be due to computer rounding errors. In this case the itera-
tive technique will degenerate as k~ m.
To attempt to alleviate this difficulty, we may at each step choose t
in such a way as to maximize the smallest eigenvalue of H(kt1)
This is accomplished be ch oosing t to maximize v'H(k}1)v for any arbitrary
vector v.
We shall show this as follows:
Sa the matrix H(k}1) isy positive definite, then maximizing the auadratic
form v'Hk}1v means maximizing i~~ vj, where the a~ are positive charate-
J
ristic roots of the matrix H(kt1) Now we can say that maximizing
E a~ v~ means also maximizing a~, the smallest charateristic root of the
J
matrix H(kt1).
Shanno [19] has proved the followinginteresting theorem:
Let v be an arbitrary vector. Then v'H~kt1)v is a non-decreasing function
of t
It can be shown that the condition of H(kt1) improves monotonically with t.
This necessitates finding a closed form representation of H(kt1) for t- .
It can be proved that this representation is as follows [19]:





lim H(ktl) - H(k) ~(a(k) - r H(k)z(k)}(a(k) - r
H(k)z(k)), }
t-,~ (Q(k) - r H(k)z(k))~ z(k)
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If we let H(k}1) - H(k) } D(k) and D(k) is chosen to satisfy (2.4.6),
we then have
H(k) z(k) - Q(k) ........ (2.4.7)
Fletcher and Powell [7] have proved that when Q(x; 0) is a positive defi-
nite quadratic form, and at each step (2.4.7) is satisfied, then the mini-
mum of Q(x; 0) will be reached in at most p iterations.
For functions which are not quadratic, but strict convex, the convergence
can also be proved [ 16] .
To determine D(k) we can write (2.4.6) in the form
D(k) z(k) - t ak t(1-t) a(k) - H(k) zk
which by multiplying with the scalars
a(k)'z(k) and ((1-t) c(k) - H(k)z(k))' z(k)
becomes
........ (2.4.8)
(k) (k) a(k)Q(k)'z(k) [(1-t) a(k) - H(k)z(k)][(1-t) a(k) - H(k)z(k)].D z - t o(k)'z(k) } [(1-t) a(k) - H(k)z(k)]' z(k)
So
(k) (k)' (k) (k) (k) (k) (k) (k)),(k) o a ((1-t)a - H z )((1-t)a - H z
D - t a(k) z(k) }((1-t)a(k) - H(k)z(k)), z(k)
........ (2.4.9)
Then t- 0 is the Barnes-Rosen choice, and t- 1 the Fletcher-Powell choice.
So we have
(kf1) - (k) a(k)Q(k)'








(k) (k) (k)' (k)
t(r-1) H z z H
z(k)' H(k)z(k)
Powell [16] has proved under general conditions that in the variable metric
algorithm
II ~(ktt) - Oz II ~ M II 0(k) - ~x II
where 0~` is the value of 0 minimizing Q(x;0) and II II is the Euclidean
vector norm.
This suggests using IIQ(k)II - Ila(k)s(k)II - II-~(k)g(k)g(k)II as an estimate
of Ilp(k)- r~~ll and t is chosen so that
kt1Ils )II - Ilo(k)il. This version is called the constant norm version.
- 9 -
3. Conclusions
The quadratic interpolation procedure uses many function evaluations,
but sometimes this is useful especially for the Weibull function, be-
cause for this fur.ction the quadi~atic procedure always converqed, except
for one case; but the cubic interpolation often failed or many iterations
had to be used for this testfunction. To our opinion it is perhaps the
best to use the cubic interpolation for simple functions, but for par-
ticularly badly conditioned problems our experience is to use the
quadratic procedure.
To Mr. M.J.D. Pow~ll's [17] opinion the most recent work on methods
for unconstraineà optimization is that which explores algorithms that
avoid the subproblem of minimizing a function of one variable on every
iteration. I-ie refers to an algorithm of M.R. Hestenes [12J that does
not mar:e any linear searches.
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Appendix I: Quadratic interpolation for minimizing a function of a
single v ariable
A simple assumption about the behaviour of a nonlinear function is that
in the neighborhoud of its minimum, the function can adequately be repre-
sented by a quadratic polynomial.
Note the close relation with the assumption made in the introduction
about the function to optimize. There it was also stated that in the
neighborhoud of its minimum this function can be approximated by a qua-
dratic form.
The procedure for minimizing a function using a quadratic interpolation
is as follows: evaluate the function at three points, fit a quadratic
interpolation polyr.omial to it, and calculate the minimum of this inter-
polant. This minimum replaces one of the initial points and the procedure
is repeated using this new function value until a suitable convergence
criterion is satisfied.
(see figure 1).
More specific we make use of the Gregory-Newton theorem (see [21, p.48]):
Given n} 1 equidistant~points, it is possible to fit a polynomial of
degree n or less, Pn(x), which goes through the n t 1 points:
Pn(x) - y1 t~1 ~ y1 t~2 ~2.y1 t..... t~n 4n-yn .....(I-1)
where:
(x - x1)(x - x2)...(x - xn)
~n - dn é
and d is the distance between the equidistant points.
Suppose we fit a second degree polynomial to three points. Then the
polynomial has the following form
~2 y1
P2(x) - y1 { ~1 0 y1 } ~2 2: ..... (I-2)
z It is also possible to fit a polynomial if the points are not equidis-
tant.




~ Y1 - Y2 - Y1
A2Y1 - Y3 - 2y1 } Y1
x - xl
~1 - d




(x - xl) (x - xl)(x - x2) (y3-2y2ty1)
P2(x) - Y1 t d (Y2 - Y1) } 2 2: (I-~)d
A minimum is reached for
d (YZ - Y1)- ,
xmin - z(xl - x2) -(y3 - 2Y2 t Y1)
if the function satisfies the convexity criterion:
Y3 t Y1 ' 2Y2.
..... (I-5)
Transformed to the original variables (see above: Method of computation)
we find for the optimum of the steplength:
aie - -, I II d{Q,(aII) - Q,(aI)}
(a(k))min
- z (a(k) { a(k)) - Q(aIII) - 2Q(aII) } Q(aI)
...(I-6)
provided that Q(aIII) } Q(aI) ~ 2 Q(aII)
where:
a~k) , a~k) , a~k~ : three equidistant points;
d the fixed distance between two such points;




6!(al) - Q(x; 0(k) t a(k) s(k)).
Figure 1
~ -
a (a(k) .mi n
I II ~~ a(k)a(k) a(k) a
a(k)
is then substituted back in the function that we are
minimizing, that is Q(a~) is calculated and its derivative Q'(ax).
According as Q' is positive or negative, the interpolation is repeated
over one of the subintervals:
(u(k) ~
ax) or (ai:~ aIII(k) ) respectively.





I II i~ III





It can be possi'ole that the cor.vexity criterion is satisfied but that
we go on increasing or decreasing the steplength before we fit the poly-
nomial. Increasing is done when the derivative of the function in a~k~ ,
III) IIT) and Q(aII) areQ'(a , is negative; and decreasing is dor.e when Q(a
greater than Q(aI).
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Appendix II: Davidon's cubic interpolation for minimizing a function of
a single variable [ 6]
Inasmuch as the interpolation is along a one-dimensional interval, it is
convenient to plot the function along this direction as a simple graph
(see figure 4).
The values of Qo(x; 0) and Q}(x; C) of the function at points a~-~ and
t
a~ are known, and so are its slopes gk and gk, at these two points. The
interpolation for the location of the minimum is based on spline-function
technique~: choosing the smoothest curve satisfying the boundary conditions
at a. and a., where the smoothest curve is defined as the curve which
J-~ J
minimizes
J~ (d2 Q(x' C) )?dao d a2
.....(II-1)
where (II-1) is a norm defined for spline-functions.
It can be proved that this norm is minimized when a cubic is fitted.
Third degree spline functions have been used quite extensively since the
i959 Davidon paper [6], have generally given satisfactory results, and
are easy to calculate.
Derivation
Consider the following figure
Figure 4
a-0 a-a a
z See J.H. Ahlberg, F.N. Nilson and J.L. Walsh [23].
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Suppose the third degree spline-function is of the following form
SP(a) - 3 a a3 t 2 b a2 t c a t d
and
Define
S'( a) - a a2 t b a t c
P
S"(a) - 2 a a t b
P
sP(o) - gk sp(o) - Qo(x; o)
SP(a) - gk S(a) - Q}(x; S)P
With these four points it is possible to determine the parameters a, b,c,
d~ using spline-function theory, and the function SP(a) is now expressed
as
SP(a) - gk (~-a)2a - gk a2 2~-a) ~ Qo(x; 0) (a-a)2(2at~)
a? ~ a}




S (a) - a t
P 2{ 3~~ } 3~~ } 63Qo(x' o) - 6 Q}(x' o) ~~
~-~ gka - 2 gk a- 6 Q(x; 0) t 6 Q}(x; 0),




SP(a) - gk -~a (~ t z) t a2 ( gk t gk t 2z) ..... (II-7)
~
3 l~,o(x; o) - Q}(x; o)] t
~ t gk t ~ .
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The root of eq. (II-7) that corresponds to a minimum lies between 0 and
}~ 0 or z ~ }
t
a in virtue of the fact that gk ~ 0 and either gk gk gk~
We can make the following diagram
diagram
t
Q ( x; 0
can still reduce the function value simply by increasing
n~ `yes 2
t
: z ~ gk t g}c
z negative
t
~ In this case we will not interpolate: as Q(x; 0) ~ Qo(x; 0) and
pt n
A C " ~ w P
the steplength.
The results given by Davidon [6, p.10] are:






gk t P - z
a - .....(II-9)
gk - gk t
2P
t '
P - (z~ - gk gk)z .....(II-10)
In order to verify the result (II-8), we will distinguish between a line-
ar and a quadratic function (II-7).
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a. Linear case
In the linear case formula (II-7) is:
, ) 2 a
SP(a - gk - á ( gk
} z)
So we have gk t gk t 2z - 0, so that
t
z - - ~ } ~2
gk- a
Furthermore, equating SP(a) - 0, we have for the optimal value of the
steplength:
gk - ~ gic
a~n- ~ 2(gktz)
gk } gk )2[ gk - `
.....(II-11)i
.....(II-12)









Before we verify tYie Davidon's results (II-8) we note that because of
(II-12), it is impossible to be in branch 2 of diagram 1, and this can





and it remains true, if we make the righthand side positive, that
t
z ~ - gk } gk2 .....(II-15)
But this conflicts with (II-12). (Q.E.D.)
In order to check Davidon's result we have to prove that (II-14) equals
(II-9). We first evaluate (II-10)
- i9 -
1,gk } 2gk gk } gkc -~gk gk




and because we have just shown that we are in branch 1 of diagram 1, so
t
- g
with gk ~ 0, gk ~ 0, -~ k is positive and substituting this value
2
in (II-9) together with (II-12) we get
t
a - ~ , .....(II-16)t
gkc - gk




SPIa) - gk - 2~a (gk t z) t a2 (gk t gk f 2z) .....(II-7)
a
can be written as
2
S'(a) - C t B ~ t A
a2P ~
where C - gk
B--2 (gk t z)
A- gk t gk t 2z
The discriminant of equation (II-17) is
D - B2 - 4AC.
.....(II-17)
.....(II-18)
We shall first sh~w tY;at ir. branch 1 and 2 the discriminant is positive.
branch 1:
D-(-2 gk - 2z)2 - 4(gk t gk t 2z)gk -
4 z2- 4 gk gk ' o
branch 2:
D- 4z2 - 4 gk gk '!~ ( gk t gk ) 2- 4 gk gk -
b gk t 4( gk ) 2 t g gk gk - 1~ gk gi -
4 gk t k( gk )` f 4 gk gk ~ 0.
The solutions of the quadratic form ( II-17) are
- B t Bz - 4ACa -
(a)1,2 - 2A
t
f gk t 2z
which gives always real roots, because the discriminant is positive.
We shall now distingui~n the following situations:
1. B ~ 0 and A~ 0 gives as a solution for (II-19)
a - B t VB` - 4AC
á- 2A , because this is the only root which is positive,
and the steplength must be positive.
2. B ~ 0 and A ~ 0 is impossible. This can be seen as follows. Assume





tt z t gk t z~ p
It is impossible to get in branch 2 because whea B ~ 0, then
gk f z~ 0 and in branch 2 gk ~ 0 and z ~ 0.
B~ 0 and A~ 0 gives a positive and negative rcot. The positive rcot
is
a - B t BY 2- 4AC
~- 2A which will be taken because the cteplengtc is
positive.
~. B~ 0 and A ~ 0 gives two positive roots.
The smallest belongs to a minimum the other to a maximum. So we take
- 21 -
the smallest root which is a- - B f B2 - 4AC .a 2A
We now take as a solution of the quadratic(II-17)
a - B t B2 - 1~AC -
a - 2A -
- B t 2 z2 - gkgk - B t 2P
2A - 2A ~
.....(~I-20)
Davidon's result can now be checked for the quadratic case.
First we shall prove that
a) P- gk - z~ 0 and
b) gk - ók t 2F ~ 0, results that we will need later.
a) P
- ~ - z ~ 0
A~ 0 and C- gk ~ 0
b ) gk - .....(II-22)
To show this we will distinguish two cases according to the two
branches in diagram 1.
1 gk ~ 0, gk ~ 0 and now formula (II-22) is obvious.
t
2 gk ~ 0, gk ~ 0
Suppose gk - gk t 2P - 0, we then have
gk - gk t 2 z2- gk gk - 0 ~
2 t glc }( gk ) 2- 2 gk gk
Z -~:~" ~
~ gk f( gk ) ~ t 2 gk gkz - -
t
gk } gkz - t - ,
~ - B - B2 - bAC ~ 0 .....(II-21)
~ - B - 2P ~ 0




But we have shown above that when the process is in branch 2
z ~ 2 '
so (II-22) holds.
Now we proceed verifying Davidon's result. Multiplying the value of
(II-20) above and below with the adjoint root you get
a-(-B t B2 - 4AC) (- B- ~- 4AC~;
j - -
- 2C
2A (- B - B2 - 4AC)
B t B` - 4AC
- 0.
This can be done because of (II-21). T.Jext, substitution of the values
of A, B and C given in (II-17) we obtain
a - `k
a P - gk - z
For the Davidon's results ( II-8, II-9) to hold, it
tgk t P - z
1 - -






t z t F
t 2p
t gk
P - gk - z
We have shown above under ad 2) that a)
t
gk - gk t 2P ~ u~~o
taking P2 - z` - g~
P - gk -
.....(II-24)
remains to verif,y that
z ~ 0 and b )
that this can be verified by cross-multiplication
t
gk~
Computer calculation: ~i;anno's cubic interpolation procedure.
The C1t.i1C ir.terpolation technique devised by Davidon, is used to locate
a( at each step after two points are found at which d3a~X' 0) ~ 0 and
(k)




A necessary condition for a(k) to minimize Q(x; 0) along
Q(0(k) f a(k) s(k)) is that
d u) - d u) du - g(kt1)', s(k) --g(kt1)'H(k)g(k) - 0.d a(k) - d u ' d a(k)
As long as -g(kt1)'H(k)g(k) ~ 0 the function Q(x; 0) is still decreasing
and the steplength a(k) must be increased. But after a while
-g(kt1)'H(k)g(k) ~ 0 and the function Q(x; 0) is increasing again. So
t '
somewhere in between -g(k ~ H(k g(k - 0, and we are searching the
a(k) which satisfies this condition.
The computer program uses Shanno's interpolation technique which can be
discribed as f'ollows:
Given the functions:
S(a. )- a a3 t b a2 t c a. t d
P J J J J
S(a. )- a a3 t b a2 t c a. t d
P J-~ J-~ J-~ J-~
~
S'(a.) - 3 a a: } 2 b a. t c
P J J J
)- 3 a a. t 2 b a. t c.S ~(a. 2
p J-1 J-1 J-1




a3 a2 a. 1
J J J






3 a? 2 a. 1
J J
0





The values a., a. , S(a.), S ( a. ), S~(a.), S~(a. ) are known and
J J-~ P J P J-~ P J P J-~
by matrix inversion we can find the values for a, b, c and d to solve
the quadratic form
SP(a) - 3 a2 } 2 ba t c- 0.
That positive valued root is taken for which the function Q(x; 0) is
a minimum.
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Appendix III: Numerical results of the Quasi-Newton methods
2 a 1
The methods corresponding to t-~, t- -~- , t- 1, t- 0 and constant
a(k)
norm were tested for various initial estimates on five functions. They are
the Weibull function defined by
f(01,02,03) - E (e
i-1 - x2i)2
...... (III-1)
where the x. and x. are perfect data generated for the 99 points corres-
ponding to x2i- .01 to .99 in steps of 0.01 and x1i -(-50 ~ ln x2i)2,3t25.
The minimum of this function is zero for the values 01-50, 02-1.5, 0325.
The initial estimates are those suggested by Shanno [19].
The sum of two exponentials documented by Box [2 ] and defined by
10 -0 x. -0 x. -x. -10x.
f(01,02) - ï [(e
1 i-e 2 1)-(e 1-e 1)]2 ..... (III-2)
i-1
where x. ranges from 0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1, was also tried.i
The minimum of the function is zero for the values 01-1 and 02-10.
The following starting values where used:
(0,0), (0,20), (5,0), (5,20), (2.5,10).
The Rosenbrock function defined by
f(01,02)-100 (02-0~)2 t(1-01)2, was also used, with the initial
estimates suggested by Leon [ 14] .
The minimum of this function is again zero, for the values 01-1 and 02-1.
The next function we tried was Wood's function, as documented by Pearson
[ 15] and defined by
f(01,02,03,0~)- 100 (02 -02)2 t(1-01)2 t 90 (0~- 03)2 f
2i li
0
99 - 01 (x1i-03) 2
t(i-o3)2 t 10.1 [(02-1)? t(o~- )21Y 19.~ (02-1)(~~-1)....(III-4)
-?6-
The initial estimate used was (-3,-1,-3,-1)
is zero for the vector ( 1,1,1,1).
and the minimum of the function
The last test function we used was what we shall call the Zangwill function
[ 22] defined by
f(o1,02,03) - (0~- 02 }o3)2t (-Olt02t 03)2t (o1fo2-o3)?.,,(III-5)
which is a strictly convex quadratic function with a unique minimum at
(01,02,03) - (0,0,0).
The initial estimates used were those documented by Zangwill, namely
(0.5,1,0.5).
In the table, the number of iterations is the number of times H(k) is
updated, and the number of evaluations the actual number of function
evaluations used.
In all cases, convergence was said to be reached when for all i
(kt1) (k) (k)
0. - 0. 1g I~ 1 0(k)1 I ~ 10-5 and O~k) ~ 10-5 .
i I i I
The following versions for selecting t discussed in section
JSCALE
JSCALE
- 0 : t - ~
2---~ k )
a- 1 : t - (k)
2.b were tested:
JSCALE - 2 : t - 1 (Fletcher-Powell)
JSCALE - 3 : t - 0 (Barnes-Rosen)
JSCALE - 4 : constant norm
WEIBULL INITIAL CUB. QUADR. JSCALE NUMBER OF NUhffiER OF FUNCTION
FUNCTION EST. INT. INT. ITERATIONS EVAL.
(5,.15,2.5) x 0 (a) (a)
x 1 21 100
x 2 (a) (a)
x 3 20 99
x 4 19 93
x o 19 246
x 1 25 330
x 2 31 425
x 3 20 247
x 4 24 390
(250,.3,5) x 0 (a) (a)
x 1 (a) (a)
x 2 (b) (b)
x 3 38 149
x 4 34 169
(a) The gradient search has failed
(b) Convergence had not been attained in 100 iterations
( c) ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ „ ~~ 200 ~~
SUM OF TWO INITIAL CUB. QUADR. JSCALE NUtvIDER OF NUMBER OF FUNCTION
EXPONENTIAL~ EST. INT. INT. ITERATIONS EVAL.
(5,20) x o 8 37
x 1 8 34
x 2 8 38
x 3 8 33
x ~ 8 3~
x o 6 1t9
x t 7 136
x 2 8 128
x 3 7 107
x 4 7 156
(2.5,10) x o 6 18
x t 6 28
x 2 6 18
x 3 6 18
x 4 6 19
x 0 5 80
x t 5 108
x 2 5 90
x 3 5 97
x 4 5 128
SUM OF TWO INITIAL CUB. QUADR. JSCALE NUMBER OF NUMBER OF FUCNTION
EXPONENTIALS EST. INT. INI'. ITERATIONS EVAL.
(0,20) x 0 10 3j
X 1 10 32
x 2 10 34
x 3 10 29
x ~ 10 35
x o 7 168
x 1 7 113
x 2 3 139
x 3 7 198
x 4 7 125
(5,0) x 0 15 189
x 1 15 107
x 2 15 147
x 3 18 293
x 4 (e) (e)
x 0 9 111
x 1 9 135
x 2 20 255
x 3 (e) (e)
x 4 11 118
(e) overflow has been set
SUM OF TWU INITIAL CUB. QUADR. JSCALE NUMBER OF NUMBER OF FUNCTION
EXPONENTIALS EST. INT. INT. ITERATIONS EVAL.
(o,o) x o tl 47
x 1 12 59
x 2 11 49
x 3 11 44
x 4 11 45
x o 10 163
x 1 to 142
i x 2 10 162
M x 3 13 237
~ x 4 l0 164
ROSENBROCK INITIAL CU?~;. U?UADIi. JSi;ALE ;IUMBER OF NUMBER OF FUNCTION
FUNCTION EST. IN'P. INT. ITERATIONS EVAL.
(1,-1.2) x 0 55 200
x 1 30 tt8
x 2 55 225
x 3 62 219
x 4 26 96
x o 18 229
x 1 25 317
x ~' 18 232
x 3 15 272
x 4 17 295
(-1.2,1) x 0 14 64
x t 16 66
x 2 14 64
x 3 14 h3
x 4 15 54
x 0 21 302
x 1 2~i 375
x 2 22 364
x 3 23 320
x 4 t9 314
ROSENBROCK INITIAL CUB. QUADR. JSCALE NUMBER OF NUMBER OF FUNCTION
FUNCTION EST. INT. INT. ITERATIONS EVAL.
(2,-2) x o 93 310
x 1 30 115
x 2 115 487
x 3 (a) (a)
x 4 29 103
x o 16 251
x 1 14 197
x 2 19 271
~
M x 3 16 260m
i x 4 15 270
(-3,635,5.621) x o 22 80
x 1 16 67
x 2 26 122
x 3 19 68
x 4 28 li3
x 0 16 183
x 1 t9 264
x 2 17 222
x 3 17 238
x 4 21 207
ROSENBROCK INITIAL CUB. QUADR. J~CALE NUNffiER OF NUNIDER OF FUNCTION
FUNCTION EST. INT. IN`P. ITERATIONS EVAL.
(0.639,-0.221) x 0 29 98
x 1 27 96
x 2 33 123
x 3 29 109
x 4 23 101
x o 22 232
x 1 20 264
x 2 17 232
x 3 21 338
x 4 t7 198
(1.489,-2.547) x o 45 159
x 1 22 75
x 2 52 224
x i 51 190
x 4 18 68
x 0 15 244
x 1 16 233
x 2 19 251
x 3 17 251
x 4 16 23t
WOOD INITIAL CUB. QUADR. JSCALE NUMBER OF NUMBER OF FUNCTION
FUNCTION EST. INT. INT. INTERATIONS EVAL.
(-3,-1,-3,-1) x 0 24 90
x 1 25 90
x 2 28 117
x 3 22 90
x 4 41 149
x 0 39 408
x 1 41 491
x 2 42 544
x 3 41 484
x 4 35 416
ZANGWILL INITIAL CUB. QUADR. JSCALE NUMBER OF NUMBER OF FUNCTION
FUNCTION EST. IPdT. INT. ITERATIONS EVAL.
(0.5,1,0.5) x 0 3 22
x 1 3 20
x 2 3 21
x 3 3 20
x 4 (f) (f)
x o 4 io6
x 1 4 63
x 2 4 62
x 3 ~ 73
x 4 3 108
(f) no inverse in a-search
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Appendix IV: Newtor. Method





where 0 is a p-dimersional parameter vector.
.....(IV-1)
Sometimes the equatioas are so complicated that iterative methods must be
used to find a roct, e~arting from some trial values.
Here we shall show -, Newton's method works with one parameter. So we
only have one equat ..,:~ to solve:
d x~0 - 0
d 0
.....(IV-2)
This equation can be expanded in a Taylor series, using t as a trial value
of 0 and retaining only the first power of the derivative with respecb to
0
o-(a x o) -(a x o ) t(o-t),(d2 2 0) ..... (IV-3)
d 0 p- ~. d 0 p- t d 0 t0 -0
where Ot is some value in the interval (O,t), 0 being the exact value of
the estimate satisfyir:g (IV-2). Thus
(à: x~6))
0- t- d 0 0- t
(d2 x~0 )
d02 0 -0~
and we may write approximately that
(d x~ )
0- t- d 0 ~- t
(a2 x.o )




When, not one but a vector of parameters is to be estimated, it can easily
be verified that (IV-5) is identical with
~(k}1) - 0(k) - [S(k)~-1 g(k)~ ..... (IV-6)
g(k) being the vector of first order partial derivatives of Q(x;0)with
respect to Oi at Oik), and S(k) the matrix of second order partial deri-
vatives of Q(x;0) with respect to the Oi's at Oik)
In formule (IV-6) the unit steplength is used.
In practical problems it often happens that when there is not a good
estimate of the position of the minimum of the function which must be
minimized, then the iteration (IV-6) is usually worthless.
The drawbacks of iteration IV-6 are
a. it may converge very slowly;
b. it may oscillate widely;
c. it may not converge at all.
Therefore recent papers on minimization algorithms use modifications, so
that it is not necessary to be close to the required solution.
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Appendix V: Computer pro~ram description
Main-program
I. Read statements
a) READ ( 1,100) INT, INDEX, N, MAX, JSCALE „ EPS, IRIT
100 F~RMAT ( I2, 13, 315, F15.10, 15)
INT is an integer constant, defining the interpolating method to be
used.
We use INT-1 Cubic Interpolation
INT-2 Quadratic Interpolation.








Sum of two exponentials (Box)
K1ein-Preston consumption function
C.E.S. - function additive errors




The program is made in such a way to allow other functions to
be minimized without much change. Only one subroutine must be
elaborated and a new one, which evaluates the function value,
must be written (see subroutine EVAI~).
is an integer constant, which is the number of parameters in the
function
MAX is an integer constant, which is the maximum number of iterations
to be performed. If the calculations have not been terminated
for some other reason, they will be stopped when the number of
- 4u -
iterations equals MAX.
JSCALE is an integer constant, indicating the way to evaluate the new
Hessian matrix H. See Shanno ( 19] .










4 " constant norm version
EPS is a real constant, which is the convergence criterion of the
function value and of the parameters
IRIT - 1 means that the values of the variables of the function are
on punchcards. In that case there are two more Read Statements:
1) READ (1,100) NT, NN
100 F~RMAT (I2, 13)
NT number of observations per variable
NN number of variables to be read in
2) READ (1,101) XMX
lol F~RMAT (6F 13.5)
XMX is a one dimensional vector in which the observations
are stored as one long column vector (The stacking
operation)
These statements come after read statement b) see further.
IRIT - 0 in this case the above two read statements are neglected
example:
To make this devise clear take
y- XB t e e ti N(0, a2)
X- NTieNN
S - NN vector
y - NT vector
if we estimate S and a2 using ML, the number of parameters in
the likelihoodfunction is N- NN t 1.
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t) READ ( 1,101) (X(I), I - 1,N)
lol F~RMAT (6F 13.5)
X is a real one-dimensional arraycontaining the initial para-
meter values. New values of X are stored in the vector B.
c) If IRIT - 1(see above)
READ ( 1,100) NT, NN
READ (1,101) XMX
- k2 -
Il~x~lanation of the additional parameters
IRST - 0 less than N times a change in the Hessian matrix
- 1 more than N changes
ISET indicates the number of changes in H(ISET ~ N)
ISCALE - 1 indicates we have rescaled the Hessian matrix after N
changes in it: H- I, the identity matrix
- 0 otherwise
ITER the number of iterations
IFN number of function evaluations ( each time we call EVAL
we increase IFN: IFN - IFN t 1)
IALT ntuuoer of Davidon-interpolations IALT ~ MK
IALT2 number of quadratic-interpolations IALT2 ~ P~IK
MK is the maximum number of interpolations, iniatially MK-10
With MFLAG - 1, MK - 30
ITST - 0 as long as IALT or IALT2 ~ MK
- 1 IALT or IALT2 - NII{
MFLAG - 1 this can only happen if at the same time ISCALE - 1. It
indicates that we have rescaled the Hessian and restarted
the minimization problem completely because the a search
is not succesfull. The only change will be a change in
the initial parameter startvalues. We now fix MK - 30.
ISCALE - 1 and :~LAG - 0: Because after N iterations we have not
yet obtained the minimum of the function, we automatically
restart the problem, putting H- I.
The difference with if MFLAG - 1 is that the problem is
restarted because of unsuccessful minimization in the
a-search possibly due to the startvalues of the parameters




























iA-. - IALi t 1
~ ------- i
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wit!~: ., - I
MK - ;0
ITSm - „













Since the value of the object function is needed at various stages during
the program as well as the value of the gradient vector, a subroutine is
provided to compute these values. Whenever these values are needed for a
particular value of the parameters the main program transmits the vector
of current values of X to that subroutine called EVAL.
CALL EVAI,(X, GF, V)
X is a one dimensional array containing the value of the current esti-
mates to the solution
GF is the gradient vector V f at X
V is a real variable indicating the new value of the function
The function of EVAL is not in itself to calculate the above informa-
tion, but to call another subroutine.
Call EVALWE (X, GF, V)
Call EVALEX (X, GF, V)
Call EVALKP(X, GF, V)
Call EVALCES (X, GF, V)
Call EVALZANGWILL (X, GF, V)
Call EVAL R~SENBR(~CK (X, GF,
Call EVALWOOD (X, GF, V)
V)
These subroutines refer to different functions (see Appendix III)
A1so available in C~MM~N are
1. INDEX constant indicating which subroutine to select in the
function evaluation
2. N number of parameters in the function
3. XMX, NT, NN as above.
For certain functions (e.g. Weibull-function), the obser-
vations are generated in the subroutine itself, whereas
for others (e.g.) Klein-Preston consumption function, CES-function),
time series are used (see also Mainprogratt : IRIT-1).
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2. Subroutine HINIT
This subroutine calculates the value of the initial. Hessian matrix .
CALL HINIT (H, N)
N as above
H is a N X N identity matrix, used as a starting value of the Hessian
matrix
3. Subroutine SVEC
The SVEC subroutine calculates the direction, in which the function can
be minimized.
D(k) - -H(k)g(k)
CALL SVEC ( H, GF, D, N)
H, N, GF as above
D is the real N dimensional vector containing the coordinates
of the direction
4. Subroutine HUP
This subroutine is based on Shanno [19] and Shanno and Kettler [20]. The
purpose is to update the Hessian matrix, where the particular way of do-
ing this is based on the value of JSCALE.
CALL HUP (N, JSCALE, ALPHA, D, G, C, H, T)
N, JSCALE as above
ALPHA is the optimal steplength
D is the real N dimensional vector with the coordinates of the
direction at Xk (D--H(k)g(k))
G the gradient of the function at the previous parameter
values: i.e. at X(k)
t
C the gradient of the function at X(k
1
H the Hessian matrix. It transfers the Hessian at the va-
lues of X(k) to the subroutine and after updating it,
stores the new matrix under the same name.
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T a real constant transfering to the main program the value
of t, used in updating the Hessian matrix (See Shanno
[19)). This is done only for information purposes.
5. Subroutine EXTRP
This subroutine calculates the optimal steplength using Davidon's method
(cubic interpolation) or a quadratic interpolation technique. It is only




CALL EXTRP ~X1, X2, F1, F2, DF1, DF2, ALPHA, INT)
A11 parameters will be explained below in EXTRP39
5a. Subroutine EXTRP3
EXTRP 2
This subroutine calculates the optimal steplength using the Davidon cubic-
interpolation procedure [6],The
formulas used are based on a program made available to us by Mr.D.F.Shanno.
An explanation of this is also given in Appendix II,
CALL EXTRP3 (X1, X2, F1, F2, DF1, DF2, ALPHA)
X1, X2, real variables between which the function has to be inter-
polated for finding minimum value of it
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F1, F2 functionvalue respectively at X1 and at X2
DF1, DF2 value of the derivative at X1, at X2
ALPHA optimal variable value for which the function is minimum
5b. Subroutine EXTRP2
The subroutine uses a quadratic interpolation technique for minimizing
a function of a single variable. See Appendix I.
CALL EXTRP2 ( X1, X2, F1, F2, DF1, DF2, ALPHA)
All parameters are as in EXTRP3.
MASTER E211
C
C QUASI-NEWTON METHOD~SHANNO EVALUATION
C
C INT - 1: CUBIC INTERPOLATION
C 2 : QUADRATIC INTRPOLATION
C INDEX - 1: WEIBULL FUNCTION
C - 2: SUM OF TWO EXPONENTIALS (BOX)
C - 3 KLEIN-PRESTON CONSUMPTION FUNCTION
C - 4 C.E.S.-FUNCTION ADDITIVE ERRORS
C - 5 C.E.S.-FUNCTION MULTIPLICATIVE ERRORS
C - 6 ZANGWILL FUNCTION
C - 7 ROSENBROCK FUNCTION
C - 8 WOOD FUNCTION
C
C JSCALE - 0: T- ONEINDIG
C - 1 : T - (2i~ALPHA-1)~ALPHA
C - 2 : T - 1
C - 3 : T - 0
C - 4 : CONSTPiNT NORMVERSION
C
LOGICAL WWW
100 FORMAT ( I2,I3,3I5,Fi5.10,2I5,FS5.4,I5)
101 FORMAT (6FT3.5)
102 FORMAT (15Fi THE INITIAL F-E16.8,5H MAX-15,5H EPS-F10.8,8H JSCALE-I
13,7H INDEX-13)
1~J3 FORMAT ( 33H THE VALUE OF THE PARAMETERS IS ~~)
104 FORMAT (1H 7E16.8)
105 FORMAT (22H THE GRADIENT OF F IS ~~)
106 FORMAT (21H THE HESSIAN OF F IS ~~)
107 FORMAT (1H ,20(4H----))
108 FORMAT (9H ITER.NO I5,2H I5,13H FN.EVALS. F-E16.8~~7H ALPHA-E16.8
1,7H MFLAG-12,3H T-E14.6)
109 FORMAT (24H THE CURRENT DELTA X IS ~~)
110 FORMAT (48H MAX.ITERATIONS EXCEEDED. EXECUTION TERMINATED.)
111 FORMAT (29H THE ALGORITHM HA5 CONVERrED.)
112 FORMAT (I5)
113 FORMAT (50H ALPHA GREATER TFiAN l0.icit37.EXECUTION TERMINATED.)
114 FORMAT (52H A GRADIENT SEARCH HAS FAILED EXECUTION TERMINATED.)
115 FORMAT (47H DAVIDON-FLETCHER-POWELL OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE)
116 FORMAT (19H INFINITE T VERSION)
117 FORMAT (19H SCALED F-P VERSION)
118 FORMAT (23H FLETCHER POWELL METHOD)
119 FORMAT (20H IIARNES ROSEN METHOD)
120 FORMAT (22H CONSTANT NORM VERSION)
121 FORMAT (18H ALPHA IS NEGATIVE)
122 FORMAT (1H ,9F13,8)
123 FORMAT (1H1~
125 FORMAT (1H ,~~)
127 FORMAT (25H CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION)

























READ ( 1,101) (XMX(J),J-J1,J2)
IF(ITRANS)300, 305,300
300 DO 202 J-J1,J2
XMX (J) - XMX(J)~TRANS
202 CONTINUE
305 WRITE ( 2,112) I
201 WRITE (2,122) (XMX(J),J-J1,J2)




IF(JSCALE.GE.1) GO TO 56
WRITE (2,116)
GO TO 54
56 GO TO (0,70,72,73),JSCALE
WRITE (2,117)
GO TO 54






WRITE (2, 102) FN, MAX, EPS, JSCIILE, INDEX
WRITE (2,103)
WRITE (2,104) (X(I), I-1,N)
WRITE (2,105)
WRITE (2,104) (G(I), I-1,N)
WRITE (2,106)
DO 2 I-1,N















IF (DV.LE.O) GO TO 14





14 CALL EVAL (B,C.FN2)
IFN-IFNt1
IF (IWARN.LE.O) GO TO 9





























IF (X2,GT,1,OE37) GO TO 17








GO TO 1 5
17 WRITE (2,113)
GO TO 38
47 IALT - 1
18 CALL EXTRP (X1,X2,FN1,FN2,DV1,DV2, ALPHA,INT)
IF (ALPHA.LT.O.) GO TO 216
IF (ALPHA.EQ.O) GO TO 38
IALT-IALTt1
IF (IALT.LE.MK) GO TO 48
ITST-1
GO TO 40
48 IF (ALPHA.LE.EPS) GO TO 25





DO 20 I-1 ,N
TST-TSTtABS(C(I)~D(I))
2 0 DT-DTtC ( I)~ED ( I)
IF (ABS (DT).LE.DELTAxTST) GO TO 24





IF(ITST.EQ.O) GO TO 18










IF(ITST,EQ.O) GO TO 18
24 IF(FT,I,E,FN) GO TO 30
25 IF(MFLAG.GT.O) GO TO 29
S-0.0
DO 93 I-1 ,N
93 S-StG ( I)~G(I)
S-SQRT (S)









29 WRITE ( 2,114)
GO TO 38
30 IF (IRST.EQ.O) GO TO 44
41 IF ( ISET.LT.N) GO TO 44
46 ISET-O






44 CALL HUP ( N,JSCALE, ALPHA,D,G,C,H,TC)
45 FN-FT
DO 31 I-1 ,N
D ( I ) -ALPfiAieD ( I )
?1 X(I)-X(I)tD(I)
WRITE ( 2,108) ITER,IFN,FN,ALPHA,MFLAG,TC
WRITE ( 2,103)
WRITE ( 2,104) ( X(I),I-1,N)
WRITE ( 2,105)
WRITE ( 2,104) ( C(I),I-1,N)
WRITE ( 2,109)
WRITE ( 2,104) ( D(I),I-1,N)
WRITF; (2,106)





IF (F~BS(D(I)).GT.EPSieABS(X(I)f.001))go to 35




35 DO 36 I-1,N
36 G(I)-C(I)
ITER-ITERt1
250 IF (ITER.LE.MAX) GO TO 3
WRITE (~,110)
38 READ (1,112) ICONT
WRITE (2,123)
GO TO 21 7
216 WRITE (2,121)
217 IF (ICONT.NE.O) GO TO 1
STOP 99999
END





















END OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 87, NAME SVEC
SUBROUTINE EXTRP (X1,X2,F1,F2,DF1,DF2,ANS,INT)
GO TO (1,2),INT
1 CALL EXTRP3 (X1,X2,F1,F2,DF1,DF2,ANS)
GO TO 100
2 CALL EXTRP2 (X1,X2,F1,F2,DF1,DF2,ANS)
100 RETURN
END






212 FORMAT (26H ER ZIJN MIIdSTENS 2 MINIMA)










IF(F3.GT.F1) GO TO 35









END OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 331, NAME EXTRP2
C
SUBROUTINE EXTRP3 (X1,X2,F1,F2,DF1,DF2,ANS)











































IF (BB(1).GT.o) GO TO 5
IF (T2.LT.X1) GO TO 6
4 T.NS-T2
GO TO 7




END OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 473, NAME EXTRP3
C
SUBROUTINE HUP (N,JSCALE,ALPHA,D,G,C,H,T)
















































































IF (X(2).GE.10.0) GO TO 4
5 T2-(-1.O~X(1))~(ABS(Z-X(3)))~~tX(2)






















DO 2 I-1 ,10
Y-Yt0.1
Z-EXP(-X(1)~Y)-EXP(-X(2)ieY)-EXP(-Y)tEXP(-10.0lY)
XM (1 ) --Y~EXP ( -X (1 ) ~eY )
















DO 1 01 I-1 ,NT
J-NTtI
ETH-EXP (-X ( 5 ) ieXMX ( J ) )
















































END OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 399, NAME EVALCES
SUBROUTINE EVALCESM(X,DX,V)
































































Z (I) -Z (K)
Z (K) -J
DO 6 K-1,N
IF(K.EQ.I) GO TO 6
DO 5 J-1 , N
IF(J.EQ.I) GO TO 5






IF(K.EQ.I) GO TO 10























123 FORMAT (17H WEIBULL FUNCTION)
124 FORMAT ( 21H SUM TWO EXPONENTIALS)
125 FORMAT (26H KLEIN-PRESTON CONSUMPTION)
126 FORMAT (33H C.E.S.-FUNCTION ADDITIVE ERRORS)
127 FORMAT(39H C.E.S.-FUNCTION MULTIPLICATIVE ERRORS)
128 FORMAT (18H ZANGWILL FUNCTION)
129 FORMAT (20H ROSENBROCK FUNCTION)
130 FORMAT (14H WOOD FUNCTION)
C


















500 GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8),INDEX
1 CALL EVALWE (X,DX,V)
GO TO 100
2 CALL EVALEX (X,DX,V)
GO TO'100
3 CALL EVALKP (X,DX,V)
GO TO 100
4 CALL EVALCES (X,DX,V)
GÓ TO 100 `
5 CALL EVALCESM (X,DX,V)
GO TO 100




8 CALL EVALWOOD (X,DX,V)
100 RETURN
END
































V-100 . ~P1 ~P1 tP3xP3t90 . ~P2xP2tP4iP4t10 .1 ~ (P5~P5tP6~tP6 ) t19 . 8~eP5ieP6






END OF SEGMENT~ LENGTH 221, NAME EVALWOOD
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